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FROM THE
CHAIR
Dear Members,
After a busy few months we are back again
with our Bulletin for May. Sheryl in our office
has collected a couple of great articles by
Michael Hall and Paul McCarthy; they are
great reading and I encourage you to take a
look.
This month one of our long-term colleagues
Justin Gasparre took the opportunity of the
coming elections to step down from the
Board. Justin’s contribution to the itSMF
over the years has been fantastic. He is a
stalwart of the local chapter in Canberra and
has had two stints on the board over his time
with us. On the board Justin contributed his
passion for local membership engagement
and for corporate support. In Canberra he
was the driving force behind many of the
very successful events run by our local team.
We all thank him for his enthusiasm, support
and drive and wish him every success in his
business and future.
We are also very pleased to welcome David
Low as the new Chair of our WA Branch. He
steps into the big shoes of Simon Dorst who
has been our WA Chair for over 4 years.
Simon brought a great passion for service
management strong leadership and the
ability to ask fantastic questions. His input
will be missed at the national level, but his
leadership and involvement will continue

locally. We can’t wait to meet David and are
looking forward to working with him to grow
WA.
In saying farewell, we also get to welcome
the newest member of our Board, Rose Dyson
from Victoria. Rose is a long-standing
member of the local branch in Victoria and is
well known to all our members who have
benefited from her involvement in the local
committee. Along with Candice Walker,
Kathryn Howard and myself, Rose was elected
to the National Board this month. Serving you
together is a wonderful opportunity to
support each of our local branches and the
National Office to deliver more services our
members find so valuable.
Lastly, Conference preparations are in full
swing. Our Gala dinner venue is chosen, the
keynotes locked in and we are excited by the
quality of the speaker submissions that have
come in. We are looking forward to meeting
up with so many of you in September.
Warm regards,
Bradley Busch
Chair - itSMF Australia
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Value
Value of
of Problem
Problem Management
Management
by Michael Hall

People say that getting the right level of attention for
effective problem management is a hard sell. You may
find that by focussing on the outcomes that deliver real
value (for customers, staff and the organisation), you
can win over stakeholders when other approaches don’t.
To give you some ideas, here is my take on six valuable
outcomes from embedding a problem management
culture in an organisation.
1. Free up Resources for
Value-Adding Activities:
The biggest objection heard about problem
management is ‘We are already too busy for
this, it is just more work’. This is backwards!
The misconception here is:
•Even if we don’t realise it, we are already
putting time into solving problems
• Because the efforts are ad-hoc, not
structured, we are not getting the benefits
• We wind up fighting the same fires over and
over and
• This slows things down and makes us less
agile.
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So, the first thing to understand is that
putting time into solving problems well is
NOT more work. It saves you time overall:
If you put 10% of your time into effective
problem management for three months, you
will get back at least 20% of the time you
currently spend fighting fires, fixing up
failures and correcting faults – and probably
quicker! Use that dividend for development,
design and building, which is why we got
involved in technology in the first place, isn’t
it?
Bottom Line: A real benefit of managing
problems well is the amount of time you
save to put into more rewarding activities

2. Speed up Error-Free Delivery

agility will go up while the stability of systems
also increases.

This time you free up can be put towards more
effective and valuable delivery. We want to be
increasingly agile, but there is a saying about
that: ‘You can’t have agility without stability’.
Most texts about Agile and Lean development or
service highlight the importance of structured
problem solving – e.g. Eric Ries The Lean Startup
and Henrik Kniberg Lean from the Trenches – for
precisely this reason: To eliminate systemic
issues that slow down delivery or reduce
quality.

Bottom Line: Improving the accuracy and quality
of delivery is another benefit of effective
problem management.

What’s more, solving problems permanently
makes your business services more stable and
able to deliver:
It is worthwhile doing root cause analysis
because it not only impacts the current incident
but will prevent future similar incidents as well.
Not to mention a whole lot of other potential
incidents that may not look similar on the surface.
In other words, underlying conditions in your
operating environment, ranging from technology
issues all the way through to staff attitudes, are
capable of causing multiple service interruptions
unless they are addressed comprehensively.
A real example: A root cause was related to a
faulty automated procedure for provisioning a
service. It turned out that the way procedures
were being automated and tested – a missing
validation step – was the main root cause.
Addressing this seems likely to have stopped
many other future service automation issues as
well, not just the provisioning one.
So, put these two factors together and your

3. Improve Customer Net
Promoter Scores
For customers, effective problem management
also has obvious benefits, chief among which are
more stable, continuously improving services.
Eliminating underlying problems reduces
incidents – remember that incidents are service
interruptions and have a direct negative impact
on customers.
With service delivery teams not distracted by
fighting fires and with issues with deployments
reduced, more services can be delivered more
quickly, with higher quality and greater value (as
noted above). More valuable and reliable
services make customers happier and over time
feeds into improving NPS.
You will find that if you can report that issues
causing concerns previously are now addressed
comprehensively and will not recur – and then
proving it over time – makes a big impact on
stakeholders.
Bottom Line: The third part of problem
management’s value proposition is that it leads
directly to more satisfied customers, who are
more likely to build engagement over time.
Nothing beats ‘It just works!’
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These bottom line values are the big three,
but there are a few other outcomes that are
less obvious and, in some ways, equally
valuable:

4. Increased Staff Morale and
Commitment
Introducing structured problem solving
makes a difference to how people feel about
their work, in at least two ways:
• Knowing how to approach a problem – even
just knowing where to start (define the
problem statement, for example) – adds to
confidence and reduces stress when
confronted with something going wrong.
Giving these skills to staff reaps rewards
quickly and permanently, with positive
impacts on morale.
• Staff feel more committed when they know
they can raise a problem through an
established channel and that they will be
heard. It is a respectful way to treat the
experts you work with and they appreciate it.
Acknowledging their contribution adds to the
beneficial effect.
Of course, solving problems is also very
satisfying, as well as a lot of fun, so why
wouldn’t you want to get involved?

5. Collaboration Becomes the
Normal Behaviour
I have seen this several times: Getting engaged
in problem solving allows people to cross
boundaries between silos and even
organisations (think vendors and partners, but
also customer organisations) and work
together collaboratively.
People comment on this – ‘You know, I never
had much to do with the infrastructure teams
until we got together to work on the latency
problem. They really know their stuff. That
turned out to be a lot of fun. I was amazed at
how fast we got to the bottom of the issue.’ This
is a real quote from an application support lead
in a major global organisation that I worked
with.
The CTO of a major European bank commented
on how much more collaboration he was seeing
after we had been running problems properly
for eighteen months. Even vendors were
opening up and getting more engaged.
Problem solving encourages collaboration
because it works best when done as a group
effort – a range of experts with different skills
are more effective at solving problems than an
individual on their own or a group of people all
with the same knowledge and skills. To be
effective, you have to bring people together.
Recently I did some work in New Zealand. At the
end of the session, one of the leaders pointed
out that the problem was solved because people
who do not normally work together or even
communicate were all in the same room for the
first time. Seeing the problem from different
perspectives at the same time made the
difference.

So, improved collaboration is
an unexpected but very
welcome side effect of problem
management.
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6. Improving Skills - for life as
well as employment
The skills you learn from problem
management – structured problem solving,
collaboration, working well in ad-hoc teams,
facilitation and meeting management,
reporting clearly to senior management about
progress and outcomes, just to name a few –
serve you well in your career and in your
everyday life.
For example, in the last couple of years my wife
and I decided to sell the house we lived in and
make a move to another part of Melbourne,
something we had talked about on and off for a
few years. To make the decision, I used the
techniques I had learned from structured
problem solving to organise the information,
zero in on the issues and work out exactly what
criteria we needed to fulfil when deciding. It
really helped!

Bottom line: The impact on skills, attitudes and
culture is greater than it appears at first.
Effective problem management makes positive
changes to the way organisations operate.

Conclusion
Taken altogether, these bottom-line values
make a compelling argument for running
effective, structured problem management. So
much so that I always promote it as a selffunding function, because the savings made
from reduced fire-fighting and better delivery
are greater than the costs of implementing
structured problem management.
I hope you find something here that you can
use to win better support for effective problem
management in your organisation. Maybe just
pick one of these as a starting point to build
your argument, then add more features as
support starts to grow. Sometimes you need to
convert one person at a time, or perhaps one
key stakeholder is who needs to be convinced.
Think about what will make the most impact on
the person you need to win over and start with
that.

About the author:

You only have to look through the jobs being
advertised to realise that problem solving is a
widely sought after and highly prized skill.
The World Economic Forum 2020 list of the
‘Top 10 Skills needed to survive in the fourth
industrial revolution’ (a revolution that is now
in progress, by the way) puts Complex Problem
Solving as number 1. It was also number 1 on
the 2015 list.
Problem management experience is easily
transferable to other areas and into
management, especially outside of technical
areas. It is an example of how service
management can evolve into enterprise
service management.

Michael Hall has ten years’ experience in
problem management in organisations large
and small, global and local, backed by
extensive research and study of problem
management practices, problem solving
techniques and the major service management
toolsets. He uses a proven approach to deliver
measurable results for customers through
establishing and enhancing a structured
methodology, focusing on the right problems
and finding real root causes and complete
solutions.
In 2012, he earned an MBA (Technology) from
the Australian Graduate School of
Management.
His book, Problem
Management, An
implementation guide for
the real world, was
published in November
2014 by BCS and is
available through Amazon
and the publisher
www.real-worldit.com.au
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Q2 SEM

Problem Management Survey – call for participants:
Michael Hall from Real-World IT is seeking to talk to service management leaders (rather than problem
management and problem-solving practices.

He is asking for participants to give forty-five minutes of their time to answer prepared questions cover
in various ways, such as size and IT approach. Contact can be arranged face-to-face, as a teleconference

The intention of the survey is to gather an overall picture of maturity and effectiveness of problem man
share the consolidated results with participants. I think we will get some interesting insights into what

The more participants and the wider diversity of organisations and approaches, the more valuable the re
Contact Michael at info@real-worldit.com if you are interested in participating.
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MINARS

managers) to conduct a short survey to gauge people's experiences with their organisation's problem

ring aspects of their practices, as well as general organisational background, used to help classify findings
e or via Skype.

nagement across a wide range of organisations. I plan to run the survey for about six months and then
works well and what people find challenging.

esults analysis is going to be for everyone.

itSMF Australia's
21st Annual
National Conference
Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

2018 | Get fit for service
itSMF Australia's 21st Annual
National Conference

Wednesday 5 - Thursday 6
September 2018
QT CANBERRA

STOP trying to CONVINCE
People to Buy
If you’ve been trying to CONVINCE
people to buy from you, do yourself
(and everyone else a favour) STOP.
As the marketplace gets noisier and grabbing the
attention of your prospects becomes more
difficult there is a disturbing trend emerging;
more people are dropping into convincing style
of marketing and selling. This is a huge mistake.
Just think about it…when you are buying
anything and the person selling it is trying to
convince you to buy, what do you tend to do?
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E
by Paul McCarthy

I suggest the more they talk the less you listen!
The fact is you can’t convince someone to buy
from you.
Convincing messages simply don’t work, but
unfortunately whether through following bad
advice, or due to lack of awareness, many
professionals marketing messages are about
convincing their prospects.
It’s little wonder then why so many people’s
marketing doesn’t hit the mark. But, there is an
alternative, one that will help you to start
attracting a lot more attention.

It starts with you understanding that your job is
not to try and convince anyone to buy from you,
instead you must help them DISCOVER WHY
YOU!
You see, selling is broken down into two simple
components; Convincing Selling or Discovery
Selling and most people (unfortunately) drop
automatically into convincing mode.

Convincing Selling
Convincing is about trying to talk people into
doing business with.
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You’ll know you’re in convincing mode if all your
marketing is talking about things like:
•
•
•
•

What you do
How you do it
How long you’ve done it
Why you’re so good at it

Basically, you are trying to boast about your
abilities and hoping this will convince the
prospect to pick you.
If this is your current approach I have bad news for
you. All your marketing efforts are not only being
wasted, they are likely having the complete
opposite effect to the one you were hoping for.
Instead of attracting prospects your messages are
more likely repelling them.
Convincing selling is akin to being at a dinner
party where there is one person who dominates
the conversation. You know the type. No matter
what anyone else has done, they have done it
bigger, brighter, better! They want to convince
you they are superior.

Talk to them about them! I know it’s a radical
idea! Here’s the thing, we all have the same
favourite subject - ourselves. This may come as
a shock but your prospects don’t care about you
as much as they care about themselves.
They don’t want to hear about you, what you do
or how brilliant you are at it. At least not until
you’ve done one thing first. Listen to them.

All your prospects want is to feel
understood.
This means your marketing is about them, their
challenge and how they can eliminate whatever
problem or challenge you specialise in helping
they with. In other words, you help them
discover why you by talking all about them.
This one idea can absolutely transform your
marketing results, but it takes work (perhaps
that’s why many people don’t do it).
It’s easier to just talk all about who you are and
what you do.
It takes effort to build marketing messages and
material that add value to your prospect and in
doing so, position your expertise effectively.
Ultimately the choice is yours.
You can talk until you’re blue in the face trying
to convince the world why they should buy from
you, or you can do the work and create a
message that helps people discover why you. If
I was you I know what I’d do.

Your job is to help people discover why they need
you.
How do you do that?
Simple…
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About the Author
Paul McCarthy
CEO and Founder of the Marketers
Club
Paul McCarthy is Australia’s RockStar
Marketer. An award wining speaker and
author of the acclaimed book ’8 Steps to a
Remarkable Business’, Paul has been
entertaining and educating audiences for
nearly a decade.
If you want a presentation that really
ROCKS, then look no further than Australia’s
RockStar Marketer, Paul McCarthy. Paul is a
rare speaker with the ability to really
connect with audiences and compel people
to want to reignite their desire to take
action.
A former professional musician, Paul
provides any conference with a unique
blend of business savvy and first class
entertainment. Whether exploring his
unique approach to Marketing, Creating
Momentum or Winning More Business,

Paul’s down-to-earth, innovative and fun
style make for an unforgettable
experience.
Paul is a born performer. A former lead
singer, Paul uses musical talents to
powerful effect to bond and move an
audience. A natural storyteller Paul draws
on his diverse and colourful background to
share amazing stories that people instantly
connect with. Paul brings humour and flair
to every presentation and his natural
warmth make him a hit with audiences
everywhere which is reflected in the
feedback he constantly receives.

Paul can be contacted on
1300 788 839 or email
info@marketersclub.com.au
www.marketersclub.com.au

Become part of
our Social Media
group
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ITIL ONLINE
ITIL Online access to the Lifecycle
Suite available only to Members
Click here to access

IT
GOVERNANCE
10% OFF ALL PURCHASES FOR
itSMF MEMBERS
Click here for more information
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Take advantage of
your itSMF Member Benefits now

BrightTALK
WEBINARS
Click here to access BrightTALK
or Click here to explore BrightTALK
Summits

PI INSURANCE
AFFORDABLE Professional Indemnity
Insurance for smaller businesses in
Service Management
To organise your cover today please contact Charles
Stewart at Capital Insurance on 0455 044 885 or via
email at Charles@capitalinsurance.com.au
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